


Bedrooms:  6 
Sleeps:          12
Style:      Luxuy Modern / Taditional

CAN VOGUE
Location:            Cap Martinet
View:            Sea views
Suitable for:             Groups and families



CAN VOGUE

A tranquil luxury property, providing privacy at the ultimate top location 
on Ibiza island. Can Vogue is located in one of the most sought after areas 
of Ibiza island, Cap Martinet. The exclusive, large and secluded property 
sits majestically on a hilltop a mere 450 meters away from the sea affording 
spectacular views over the sparkling turquoise waters and across to  to the 
island of Formentera. Can Vogue is a sprawling estate covering a 15000 sqm 
plot and offers one of the most spectacular outdoor areas and gardens, ideal 
for celebrations and events. 

The dazzling lights of the capital Ibiza Town with its array of decadent dining 
and dancing destinations are just a short distance away as well as many of the 
island‘s most beautiful beaches. 

Renovated to the highest standards, reaching the goal of creating a spacious 
and well designed outdoor space with a green and subtropical garden which is 
indeed an extension of the interior living space, allowing guests to fully enjoy 
the year round sunshine which Ibiza gifts us with. Large lawn terraces extend 
the pool terrace and lead to additional dedicated chillout areas and a spacious 
and covered outdoor dining area with a designer outdoor kitchen which can 
cater for up to 24 people dining outside. 

These vast, spacious and thoughtfully designed outdoor spaces offer unlimi-
ted potential to host unforgettable events or simply spend time with friends 
in an ultra luxurious environment. Complete with a fantastic outdoor sound 
system, three speaker zones with a total of 30 speakers and 3 subwoofers, let 
the music take you seamlessly from the patio to the pool terrace.



The moment you enter Can Vogue, you cannot help but be enthralled by the 
sheer glamour which emanates throughout the entire villa. Furnished and 
equipped to the highest standards with automated floor to ceiling sliding 
doors, Bang & Olufsen speakers and TVs, contemporary designer furniture 
from Vitra, B&B Italia, Minotti, Heerenhuis and many more. Wall mounted 
iPads control more than 40 light zones within the villa and 50 outside, all at 
the push of a button. The interior design and carefully selected materials are 
simply breathtaking, and in the expansive living areas you can enjoy specta-
cular seaviews. 

Of course there is a large dining and cooking area, perfect to socialise with 
your family and friends. The 65 square meter kitchen and dining area is 
equipped with the very best appliances and again from here you can enjoy the 
views over to Formentera. 

Can Vogue offers six bedrooms, all beautifully equipped and furnished to the 
very highest standards.The 70 sqm master bedroom with its open space ba-
throom and a large italian designed dressing room are the house’s highlight. 
It is located on the top floor of Can Vogue and has a large 100 sqm terrace. 
Through the large master bedroom and bathroom windows,  immerse your-
self in the surrounding seaviews. 

Five additional luxurious and beautifully designed guest bedrooms allow you 
and your friends to enjoy a beautiful stay on the White Island. Besides the 
spectacular master bedroom, Can Vogue offers 5 additional luxurious and 
beautifully designed bedrooms, all between 15 and 30 sqm large. All guest 
rooms have direct access to the different large pool terraces, four of the guest 
rooms offer a direct and spectacular sea view. Three of the guest bedrooms 
have a custom made walk-in wardrobe and all of the bedrooms are connec-
ted to the central air condition and can be individually cooled or heated. All 
the guest room windows are equipped with automated and inbuilt blackout 
shutters.  All guest bedrooms have individual WiFi access points to ensure 
high speed connection to the villa’s fiber optic internet access. All rooms are 
connected to the villas home automation system, and Satellite TV infrastruc-
ture.

















CAN VOGUE

Can Vogue is quite simply one of Ibiza’s most spectacular and sophisticated 
properties, a place where memories are made. 
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